Fifth Response *WebText*: Wysocki's "Introduction;" Selfe's "Students Who Teach Us" and "Toward New Media Texts"

**Due Date:** Wednesday, October 12th  
**Format:** online webtext involving at least one imagemap

While many of your previous response papers have been just that, "papers," this is meant to be a text in a broader sense of the word. Using at least one imagemap (the creation of which was covered in class on Wednesday, October 5th), create a dynamic webpage or webpages to respond to these first sections of *Writing New Media*.

You will need to do a bit of planning in advance of composing in order for this webtext to:

1. indicate that you carefully read and thought about these readings and
2. can respond to them both textually and visually.

In creating and/or choosing an image to use for your webtext, take into consideration that visual content is expressive content. Your images and the architecture of your image map are a key part of what you are saying.